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Wireframes: BiaB Onboarding(Desktop)
User: Agent

The “Joyriding” Approach
The “joyriding” approach walks the user through the features of an app or highlights the key features. 

BiaB introduces users to the product with 

a walkthrough welcome animation that shows

them how to use the product that follows

a “joyriding” approach with tool tips to 

clarify functionality.

1. This widget clearly shows the functionality 

  of the application, while the parts of the 

  dashboard that are not relevant are grayed

  out.

2. A tool tip displays a detailed description

   of the Contact section functionality.

3. Clicking on “Ok, I understand” closes 

   the tool tip.
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Wireframes: BiaB Onboarding(Desktop)
User: Agent
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4. After clicking on “Ok, I understand”

     (Previous Page), the next animation 

     shows the functionality of the “Sales Flow” 

     section.

5. The Sales Flow tool tip contains a detailed

     description of the different sections that

     are included on the Sales Flow zone. 

     Each zone is represented by a 

     color (Blue spectrum) and its functionality

     is explained on the tooltip.
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Wireframes: BiaB Onboarding(Desktop)
User: Agent
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6. The Goals tool tip contains a detailed

     description of the functionality and content

     of the Goals Section.

 7. The Goal section on the Dashboard

    contains 3 extra pieces of information: 

    Deals Completed

    Avg Deal Size

    Avg Rate

    These three parts are explained in the 

    tooltip. Each section on the tooltip uses 

    the green tone used on Deals Completed, 

    Avg Deal Size and  Avg Rate from 

     the dashboard widget.
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8. The Contacts tool tip contains a detailed

     description of the functionality and content

     of the Contact Zone.

    The Contacts section on the Dashboard

    contains 3 pieces of information: 

    All Contacts

    To Sort

    New    

    These three parts are explained in the 

    tooltip. Each section on the tooltip 

     uses the same color tones as on the

     widget for easy content association.

9. Clicking on “Tutorial” will allow the user to

    repeat the “Joyriding” at any time.

10. The “step-counter” manages  the user's 

expectations for how many panes 

they will have to go through.
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